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Farther
Farther and further have been used more or less interchangeably
throughout most of their history, but currently they are showing signs
of diverging. As adverbs they continue to be used interchangeably
whenever spatial, temporal, or metaphorical distance is involved.

Farther | Definition of Farther by Merriam-Webster
Farther is the first digital family office. We’re a team of experienced
financial advisors empowered by technology, tools, and data to help
you grow and protect your wealth so you can focus your time and
attention on living your life and doing the things that you love.
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Farther Finance - The First Digital Family Office
Farther, farthest, further, and furthest can all be used to refer to
literal distance, but further and furthest are regarded as more correct
for figurative senses denoting greater or additional amount, time, etc:
further to my letter. Further and furthest are also preferred for
figurative distance

Farther | Definition of Farther at Dictionary.com
farther at or to a greater distance, degree, or extent: the farther side
of the building Not to be confused with: further – furthermore; in
addition: further, he even brought a friend; help or advance the
progress of: She will further her own career. [Farther and further
have been used interchangeably throughout their histories. However,
only further ...

Farther - definition of farther by The Free Dictionary
farther definition: 1. comparative of far: to a greater distance: 2. a
greater distance from something: 3…. Learn more.

FARTHER | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
The most common quick answer is usually something along the lines
of " farther is for physical distance and further is for figurative
distance." As is often the case, however, simple rules run into the
buzzsaw of actual usage.

Further vs. Farther: What's The Difference? | Merriam-Webster
Furthermeans "to a greater degree," "additional," or "additionally." It
refers to timeor amount. It is the comparativeform of the word
farwhen meaning "much." Correct:London is farther north than
Juneau.

Farther or Further? - English Plus
When used as an adjective, "farther" describes when one object is
more distant than the other, requiring a measurement of the distance
from one common point to both objects. The red car is farther away
than the blue car. The raft carried the family farther north than they
had planned.
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Further vs. Farther - grammar.yourdictionary.com
Unsurprisingly, farther means “at or to a greater distance.” In Salt to
the Sea, Ruta Sepetys uses this adverb to describe the activity of some
sea vessels: Some boats eventually floated ashore. And some boats,
like me, seemed to float farther and farther from land.

Farther vs. Further | Grammarly Blog
'Further' Versus 'Farther' The quick and dirty tip is to use “farther”
for physical distance and “further” for metaphorical, or figurative,
distance. It's easy to remember because “farther” has the word “far”
in it, and “far” obviously relates to physical distance. These examples
will help:

Further Versus Farther | Grammar Girl
Farther is your digital family office – a team of experienced financial
advisors empowered by technology, tools, and data to help you grow
and protect your wealth so you can focus your time and attention on
living your life and doing the things that you love.

Pricing - Farther
Farther is primarily an adverb. Further too is an adverb; but it is also
used as an adjective. Both mean the same when used to refer to the
concept of distance. However, there are some shades of difference in
the meaning of these words and it is this that makes the speaker of
English confused about the words.

Difference Between Further and Farther | Difference Between
Further definition, at or to a greater distance; farther: I'm too tired to
go further. See more.

Further | Definition of Further at Dictionary.com
However, as "farther" includes the word "far" (which clearly relates to
distance), lots of your readers will prefer "farther" being used for
distance. Therefore, you will annoy fewer readers if you stick to the
following guidelines: Use "farther" for physical distance. Use "further"
for non-physical distance.
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Farther or Further? - Grammar Monster
adj. superl. of far with farther as compar. 1. most distant or remote. 2.
most extended; longest. adv. superl. offarwithfartheras compar.

Farthest - definition of farthest by The Free Dictionary
Farther and further both mean at a greater distance, and they are
used interchangeably in this sense. In the United States, though,
farther is more often used to refer to physical distances, and further
more often refers to figurative and nonphysical distances.

How to Use Farther vs. further Correctly – Grammarist
farther (third-person singular simple present farthers, present
participle farthering, simple past and past participle farthered)
(uncommon or old-fashioned) Alternative form of further.

farther - Wiktionary
Definition of farther written for English Language Learners from the
Merriam-Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations,
usage examples, and count/noncount noun labels.
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Farther Finance - The First Digital Family Office
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farther definition: 1. comparative of far: to a greater distance: 2. a
greater distance from something: 3…. Learn more.

FARTHER | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
The most common quick answer is usually something along the lines
of " farther is for physical distance and further is for figurative
distance." As is often the case, however, simple rules run into the
buzzsaw of actual usage.

Further vs. Farther: What's The Difference? | Merriam-Webster
Furthermeans "to a greater degree," "additional," or "additionally." It
refers to timeor amount. It is the comparativeform of the word
farwhen meaning "much." Correct:London is farther north than
Juneau.

Farther or Further? - English Plus
When used as an adjective, "farther" describes when one object is
more distant than the other, requiring a measurement of the distance
from one common point to both objects. The red car is farther away
than the blue car. The raft carried the family farther north than they
had planned.

Further vs. Farther - grammar.yourdictionary.com
Unsurprisingly, farther means “at or to a greater distance.” In Salt to
the Sea, Ruta Sepetys uses this adverb to describe the activity of some
sea vessels: Some boats eventually floated ashore. And some boats,
like me, seemed to float farther and farther from land.

Farther vs. Further | Grammarly Blog
'Further' Versus 'Farther' The quick and dirty tip is to use “farther”
for physical distance and “further” for metaphorical, or figurative,
distance. It's easy to remember because “farther” has the word “far”
in it, and “far” obviously relates to physical distance. These examples
will help:

Further Versus Farther | Grammar Girl
Farther is your digital family office – a team of experienced financial
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advisors empowered by technology, tools, and data to help you grow
and protect your wealth so you can focus your time and attention on
living your life and doing the things that you love.

Pricing - Farther
Farther is primarily an adverb. Further too is an adverb; but it is also
used as an adjective. Both mean the same when used to refer to the
concept of distance. However, there are some shades of difference in
the meaning of these words and it is this that makes the speaker of
English confused about the words.

Difference Between Further and Farther | Difference Between
Further definition, at or to a greater distance; farther: I'm too tired to
go further. See more.

Further | Definition of Further at Dictionary.com
However, as "farther" includes the word "far" (which clearly relates to
distance), lots of your readers will prefer "farther" being used for
distance. Therefore, you will annoy fewer readers if you stick to the
following guidelines: Use "farther" for physical distance. Use "further"
for non-physical distance.

Farther or Further? - Grammar Monster
adj. superl. of far with farther as compar. 1. most distant or remote. 2.
most extended; longest. adv. superl. offarwithfartheras compar.

Farthest - definition of farthest by The Free Dictionary
Farther and further both mean at a greater distance, and they are
used interchangeably in this sense. In the United States, though,
farther is more often used to refer to physical distances, and further
more often refers to figurative and nonphysical distances.

How to Use Farther vs. further Correctly – Grammarist
farther (third-person singular simple present farthers, present
participle farthering, simple past and past participle farthered)
(uncommon or old-fashioned) Alternative form of further.
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farther - Wiktionary
Definition of farther written for English Language Learners from the
Merriam-Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations,
usage examples, and count/noncount noun labels.
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